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Payment Processors

A walkthrough of today’s top contenders:

When it comes to getting paid online, below are the top 3 contenders: 

	 	 PayPal		 	 	 Stripe	 	 	 	 Square 

Across the board, all 3 services charge a 2.9% transaction fee + .30¢ for every 
sale you make.  The funds will typically transfer into your bank account in 1 to 2 
business days. 

Stripe is my personal fave.  

The website/app is streamlined and easy to use, especially if you have multiple 
steams of income coming in (which I know you will!!!).  

It also has less hidden fees for services like refunds and fraud protection.   

The drawback is that you need to use a 3rd party site to create invoices, 
payment or reoccurring forms to funnel through.  

Square’s perk is that it comes equip with a reader for mobile sales and in-person 
transactions.   

Great for yoga classes or selling products at a trade show.   
You can also easily create a service invoice on the go.   
You can create reoccurring payments for an additional 3.5% + 15¢ per 
transaction. 

http://www.paypal.com
http://www.stripe.com
https://squareup.com/
http://www.paypal.com
http://www.stripe.com
https://squareup.com/
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Payment Processors

A walkthrough of today’s top contenders:

PayPal is a popular option because most people have an account in place.  

You can easily request money via the app or create standard invoices for each 
of your services.  

The site charges $10/month for  
re-occurring plans or subscriptions. 

More to consider: 

Moon Clerk: 

Works through Stripe &  
Shopify, create re-occurring and  
one time payments online. 

Venmo -  

Recently acquired by Paypal, used as a means for “social” spending.  

This is a less professional option for payment, however can be used if agreed 
by both parties in writing. 

It’s important to pick one of the 3 services as 
your primary source of receiving income.  

It’s a good rule of thumb to have accounts set 
up in the other 2, should a client or vendor only 

be able to pay you via one of them. 

http://www.moonclerk.com
http://www.venmo.com
http://www.moonclerk.com
http://www.venmo.com
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Walk through: 

Scheduling Systems
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Schedul ing Systems

A walkthrough of today’s top contenders:

Acuity - Danielle’s go-to 

Acuity allows your clients to view  
your real-time availability, select  
the date and time that works  
best for them, pay in advance  
via Stripe and/or Paypal and  
even cancel or reschedule  
all on their own.   

You can also set up re-occurring  
payments for an extra fee and create more than one calendar depending on the 
services you provide.  

You can also create gift certificates and customize your email reminders. 

Calendy 

Great free option if you are only providing one or two services.  

Simple to use and easy for clients to book and reschedule as needed. 

One of the last things you want to be doing 
when converting a potential client is go back and 

forth via email or messenger to set up a time 
together! A calendar system is an easy, 

professional way to legitimize your business & 
solidify appointments without having to stay 

on top of anyone.  

https://acuityscheduling.com/?kw=YToxMTQyNjIzOA==
https://calendly.com
https://acuityscheduling.com/?kw=YToxMTQyNjIzOA==
https://calendly.com
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Exercise: 

Setting Your Availability

Exercise Highlights: 

+ Avoid burn out 
+ Finding times that work for you AND your 
client 

+ Getting a solid flow in place
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Sett ing Avai labi l i ty 

Your calendar may be wide open, but honor your 
space!

It’s easy to get excited about your schedule and 
being super available for potential/new clients. 

Air on the side of caution!  

In order to have some flow as well as structure in 
your week, pick 2 to 3 days with availability 

in practical time windows.  

You’ve got a client!  

You’ve got a way for  
them to set up their appointment. 

Now what? 

Make sure to create at least a 5-10  
minute buffer before and after calls.  

Start to observe days/times when  
more people seem to book and  
continue to highlight those windows.  
It will take a little bit of trial and error, however  
eventually you will have a schedule that works for you and your customers! 

Don’t be alarmed if someone reaches out that they cannot find a time that works for 
them. Should that be the case, stay in control and offer a couple more thresholds of 
time you could reasonably use. If there is still a setback, allow them to suggest a 
couple times. 
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HOMEWORK

 
 

TO DO: 

Set up accounts on the payment platforms you wish to use.   

  Create invoices or payment forms for each of your services at the determined      
      cost.  

  Select your scheduling system.  

  Determine your availability and create appointment types to match your 
      services. 

Having your payment and scheduling systems in 
place allows for the greater capacity to receive! 
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Now that my systems are clearly in place, the 
universe understands how to provide on 

my behalf.  

I am grateful to see that my favorite clients and 
juiciest payments are now able to come quickly 

& easily to me!  

Affirm:
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Walk through: 

Mailing Lists
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Mai l ing List Systems

Today’s top contenders:

Convert Kit - Danielle’s pick! 

ConvertKit is an expansive email  
marketing platform designed to be of use 
for professional bloggers,  
coaches, and entrepreneurs.  

It is very easy to use and incredibly  
useful.   

ConvertKit allows you to:  

Offer opt-ins and incentives with email signup forms.  

It also comes with easy to manage auto-responders allowing you to send 
drip emails.   

You can segment contacts into those who are interested and those who 
have already purchased. This is great for marketing automation and overall 
organization of your client base.   

There is also the option to create lead pages. 

Your email list includes the names and 
addresses of people to whom material such as 
advertising, information re: services or helpful 

tools and tips can be sent.  

Look at this as the circular for your business 
storefront! 

http://mbsy.co/convertkit/31101091
http://mbsy.co/convertkit/31101091
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Today’s top contenders:

Mail ing List Systems

MailChimp -  

Offers a free plan (for up to 2,000 subscribers) making this a popular email 
service provider.  It integrates easily into many website platforms.  

The service comes with a simple email creator, merge tags feature, 
autoresponders, segmenting contacts into groups, and simple tracking and 
analytics.  

It also allows you to set up delivery times based on user’s timezones and 
setup segmenting based on geolocation. 

AWeber - 

Popular option for small to medium size businesses. You get access to 
ready to use email templates, list management, autoresponders, and email 
tracking with detailed insights. 

Includes multiple support options and a vast library of how-tos and tutorials.  

http://www.mailchimp.com
https://www.aweber.com/
http://www.mailchimp.com
https://www.aweber.com/
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Mail ing List Systems

Today’s top contenders:

Where should you get your emails from?   

Your emails can be gathered from  
your opt-in (your on the house  
freebie) as well as from consult  
calls, in-person events or your  
website.  

You can also send a super quick 
 email to family and friends, sharing  
a bit about what you do so they can best support you as well as the link to 
sign up for your mailing list should they wish to stay in the know. 

I cannot stress this enough - do not obsess over who subscribes and 
unsubscribes to your list!   

This is part of the natural ebb and flow of your business.  

The most aligned people will stay and are excited to hear from you and the ones that 
aren’t best suited for either of you will go! It will keep your list clean and full of 
interested people in your business!

TIP: 

Do regular house cleaning of your email 
list. 

 Delete anyone who hasn't opened or 
interacted with your content over the last 6 

months! 
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HOMEWORK

Hang tight on creating high-engaging 
newsletters as we will cover them in Mod 2!

 
 

TO DO: 

Select a mailing list platform and import any emails you have a general list.  
 
          You can also created segmented lists, i.e. tag names of individuals that       
            you have worked with 1:1, met at an event, etc. 

  Cross reference the integration capabilities of the scheduling and payment    
       programs you decided upon to make sure they easily funnel into your mailing      
        list. 

  Sync your opt-in/freebie to your mailing list.  
 
     Depending on which platform you decide, you’ll be able to create a list that    
     generates your opt-in to your customer in exchange for your email. 
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Walk through: 

Website Platforms
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Your website is the first impression people 
get from you. It gives a glimpse into your style 

and it also establishes creditability.   

It gives potential customers the resources to 
lean into & understand the underbelly of 
your mission, services, and well, YOU.

REMEMBER:
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Website Platforms

Today’s top contenders:

Your website can go in a multitude of  
directions, however it’s always best to  
keep it simple, clear, and to the point.   
Our ambitious multi-passionate mind  
may want to run us in a thousand  
different directions or mirror off our  
mentor’s sites, however that distracts  
you from showcasing your unique value. 

Open source platform such as Wordpress  
give you the flexibility to use codes that are open to anyone.  

Many developers and programmers love this because it gives them the freedom 
to create their own templates, themes, plug-ins, etc.  It does help if you are familiar 
with code or interested in learning how to source your own website. 

Website Builders such as Squarespace or Wix already have a team of developers 
built in so you can pick and choose your tools and templates.   

It’s great for beginners and use drag & drop features. They also have customer 
support available should anything go wrong (don’t worry we’ll take about Mercury 
Retrograde + Tech glitches in your bonus guide!)  You may however be limited to the 
number of features/add-ons you can use since some plug-ins aren’t compatible.  

Even if you hire someone to build your 
site, it still falls upon you to maintain 

the vision and the copy provided. 

http://www.wordpress.org
http://www.squarespace.com
http://www.wix.com
http://www.wordpress.org
http://www.squarespace.com
http://www.wix.com
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Walk through: 

Building Your Website
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We go deeper into writing your website copy in 
module 2.  

Right now, keep the focus on getting 
organized and creating the framework for 

your store. 

Establish your overall layout, outline your single 
pages, and start to get a feel for what colors & 

fonts you want to use. 

PAUSE:
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Keep it easy.

Building Your Site

Create your layout: 

Before you start exploring how to design  
your website, sit down and plot out your  
site’s layout.  Again, this is not a space to  
over complicate! Keep it clean and easy to  
navigate. White space makes it easier to  
navigate and feels less cluttered. You only  
need a few pages when you are just  
starting out! 

The 2 main things your potential customer is looking for: 

	 •	 Does this person or business have what I want? 
	 •	 How can I get it? 

When drafting your pages, you want to lead with the exciting, juicy information 
and then trail down some of the logistics or supporting resources. 

If you overcomplicate your website, you may lose the person’s attention or they 
become overwhelmed in how to move through to get what they need.  Most people 
are scanners and want easy, stand-out, and bulleted information.  

Play around with different font sizes and break up paragraphs with bullet points. 

Do NOT spend a ton of time researching 
which website platform is best for you!  

Look over a couple options, go with 
your gut and keep moving! 
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Website Sections

HOME - (first impression) 

This tends to be where people get tripped up the most. This is just the entry way to 
your business storefront and usually people go straight up to the menu bar instead 
of lingering here. 

Sample layout: 

- Start with a header photo.  

You can find free photos online or select a photo of yourself/business that 
demonstrates the mood of what you offer. 

- Underneath your header, add your tag line followed by 2-4 sentences about 
your business. 

- Following, share where you want your visitor to go next. You can do this 
with links to your other pages 

- Add in the free opt-in/mailing list subscription 

- End with your social links in the footer 

If you still feel overwhelmed, I recommend you come back to this one last! 

Keep it easy.

https://www.freewebheaders.com
https://www.freewebheaders.com
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Website Sections

ABOUT - (all about YOU) 

This is your opportunity for the customer to get to know you. Before we dive deeper 
in the next module, start to pull the following: 

- What drew you to this business? 
- What is the personal back story? 
- Why does this bring you joy? 
- What’s your unique spin? 
- How are you relatable? 
- What is your background/training in? 

SERVICES - (all about THEM) 

- This where the customer is going to open up the menu you created earlier!  
- Go back to your business shop model and organize how you want to layout 

your services and packages.   
- Add in the links for your booking and payment systems. 
- Decide if you want all of your prices laid out on your site or if the higher cost 

items will be revealed later, such as after a consult call. 
-

CONTACT  - (make it easy for people to reach you!) 

Answer the following: 

-How do you want to be contacted? (email, phone, booking appointment) 
-Do you want a form that people can fill out via your site? 

Keep it easy.
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Website Sections

BLOG & RESOURCES  - (insights & tips on your expertise) 

Besides being a platform for learning about you and your services, your site 
should provide some kind of learning hub or area where you can be 
showcased as expert. 

Decide if you want to demonstrate this via a written blog, video series, audio 
podcast, or list of resources. 

 If you are committing to a blog, be sure it’s something you can commit to on 
a weekly/bi-weekly/monthly basis. 

Questions to ask: 

- What do you want your hub to demonstrate? 
- How do you want to communicate this? 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS - (the ones you actually participate in!) 

List out the social media platforms you’ll be providing regular engagement on. 

Keep it easy.
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Testimonials

Pull testimonials from clients. 
   

You can either use something they shared - with their 
permission - or email them the following:

Hi ______, 

Trusting everything is going well! 

It was an absolutely joy to be able to work with you on _______ 
(share service/program/offering).   

Given your experience with __________ (our time together/
product), I would love obtain a testimonial I can use for my 
website. 

You can write your own or answer the following questions: 

-What was your biggest takeaway from ________ 
-Why would you recommend this to others? 
-What did you feel like before this experience compared to 
now? 
-What are 3 adjectives that describe me (or product/service)? 

Kindly let me know if I can use your age, location, photo and/or 
title.  If I could have this information by the end of the week, I’d 
greatly appreciate it! 

*Signature*
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Testimonials

If you haven’t had the chance to work with anyone yet, you can reach 
out to peers, friends, or colleagues for valuable insight on you.  You 

can then compile their statements into mini testimonials for your 
site.

Hi _____! 

Trusting everything is going well! 

I'm currently working on a few things for my ____ business and I’d love your insight. 
Since we’ve know each other (or worked together) for awhile, I very much value your 
opinion. If you have a few moments to answer a few questions, I'd beyond appreciate it! 

Kindly answer any or all of the following questions. No need to overthink, whatever 
comes through first! Any additional feedback is welcomed! 

-What do you find to be my biggest strengths? 
-How do you view me as a problem solver? 
-How would you describe me to someone else? 
-What are 3 adjectives that describe me? 

Kindly let me know if I can use your age, location, photo and/or title.  If I could have this 
information by the end of the week, I’d greatly appreciate it! 

Thank you! 

*Signature* 
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Photos

We wanna see how beautiful you are!

Next, collect the photos you want to use.  

This can be a combination of your headshot,  
stock photos, or if you don’t have professional  
photos, look through your phone for pictures  
from past events that can be repurposed. 

If need be, ask a friend to go to the park and  
take a few shots for you!   

Check out my favorite tips for  
posing for the camera like a pro right here.   

In addition to frontal shots, be sure to have some of you from behind looking out or in 
action doing what you love!  

Be creative and have fun!   

Your energy will be felt and that speaks volumes compared to whether or not the 
prints come from a professional. 

The phone app “Perfect365” is my go-
to for making my amateur shots look 

totally pro!  

Just be careful not to over air-brush! 
You’ll lose your authenticity and risk 

turning people off. 

http://stylecaster.com/how-to-pose-for-pictures/
http://stylecaster.com/how-to-pose-for-pictures/
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With a whole lot of trust and patience, my 
business foundation is laid out exactly as I need 

it to be to align perfectly for my needs.

AFFIRM:
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See you in the next 
round! 

Module Two:  
Marketing & Connection


